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Abstract
Background/Objectives: There are a lot of information retrieval techniques available for getting information from different
kinds of sources. Main aim of this paper is to improve information retrieval activities to a higher level. Different methods
for information retrieval have been studied and discussed. It involves use of Fuzzy Ontology Generation framework (FOGA)
framework along with Formal Concept Analysis (FCA) based clustering and keyword matching approach. Hidden Markov
Model has been used for retrieval of data from search engines in an intelligent and efficient way for correct identification
and retrieval from the database. Classification algorithm has been used for detection of community and conversion of
large community graph to sub community graph for its better study and usage. Findings: It has been found that fuzzy
ontology generation framework can automatically generate the fuzzy ontology which is very hard and time consuming
task otherwise. Clustering of data can be done using the technique of formal concept analysis along with keyword matching
method. There is a large amount of data available under similar words but with different meanings. So there has been a lot
of problem in retrieval of exact data as required in a very short amount of time. In this case Hidden Markov Model can be
used which can find the non-observable or hidden stochastic process from the observable stochastic process. Application/
Improvements: Generalized Expectation-Maximization algorithm used with Hidden Markov Model can find unknown
parameters. By adding frequency tracking algorithm along with Hidden Markov Model, we can also track audible data from
a large database. Community detection algorithm along with Informap and Bigclam algorithms used with Hidden Markov
Model will increase the modularity of data. Its applications include use of information retrieval of different types of data in
an extremely faster and efficient way.

Keywords: Classification, Clustering, Community Detection Algorithm, Fuzzy Ontology Generation Framework, Formal
Concept Analysis, Hidden Markov Model

1. Introduction

Data denotes to the fact that there is some existing
information which is represented or coded in some
particular form which is suitable for its better usage or
processing. This definition defines that data can be shown
in written form, in the form of graphs, in the form of
tables or in pictorial form. Data is mainly made or collected so that the information which is collected can be
used or processed for its better usage, later. In our daily
life, we store data in our mobile phones, in notepad, it
*Author for correspondence

can be the list of phone numbers, the list of items to buy;
in case of organizations they store data of the daily work
done by their organization. All this stored data is used so
that it can be processed later for personal or organizational benefits. Benefits can be in the form of convenience
or to make things better in the future, etc. Digital data
refers to any of the quantities, characters or symbols on
which particular operations are performed with the help
of a computer and it can be stored, recorded or transmitted in the form of electrical signals. This definition defines
that in computer data is of the digital form. Digital data
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can contain symbols, character or numeric values. Data is
different pieces of information. In prehistoric times, data
was stored only in human’s brain, as given in the Table 1.
This definition also defines that data is some pieces of
information. Data can exist in numerical form, in textual
form on papers, in the form of bits in electronic memory,
or it can be simple facts in the mind. Data is plural term
of datum. Datum is a single piece of information. But in
daily life, data can use as singular or plural form.
Digital data is usually stored on computer storage
devices such as magnetic disks, optical disks or some
other mechanical recording media. Digital data can be
transmitted in the form of electrical signals. In today’s
world all the organizations are connecting to computers. They want to store their data for keeping records, for
doing manipulations on stored data to make their services better. Shops store data of buying and selling to keep
record of the money input, and output and the amount of
benefit they are getting. Banks store data to keep track of
money transfers which can be accessed by only particular
persons. Keeping data in hard disks or on other means
of computer storage makes it faster to upload, download.
It is more secure and trustworthy. It can be the form of
electrical signals. In today’s world all the organizations are
connecting to computers. They want to store their data for
keeping records, for doing manipulations on stored data
to make their services better. Shops store data of buying and selling to keep record of the money input, and
output and the amount of benefit they are getting. Banks
store data to keep track of money transfers which can be
accessed by only particular persons. Keeping data in hard
disks or on other means of computer storage makes it
faster to upload, download. It is more secure and trustworthy. It can be transmitted to longer distances securely
and only it can be more convenient.

Table 1.

History of data storage before 1900 A.D

Table 2. Data storage inventions between 1900 A.D.
and 2000 A.D
Sl. No.

Yea

Inv

Ivb

1.

1932 A.D.

Mgd

Gut, Aus

2.

1951 A.D.

Mat

Fpf, Ger

3.

1956 A.D.

Had

Rej

4.

1969 A.D.

Fdk

Yon, Jap

S.No.

Yea

Inv

Ivb

1.

Phi B.C.

Ces

Nat

2.

Ahi B.C.

Stp

Aeg

5.

1978 A.D.

3.

1725 A.D.

Puc

Bbj, Fra

Ssd

Int, Cal

6.

1980 A.D.

Cod

Jar, Ame

4.

1890 A.D.

Pcr

Hho, Ame

7.

1990 A.D.

Onb

Tbl, Bri

Fic

Heb, Ame

8.

1995 A.D.

Dvd

Spp

9.

1998 A.D.

Pfs

Ado, Isr

5.

1886 A.D.

B.C. = Before Christ, A.D. = Anno Domini, Phi = Pre-historic, Nat =
Nature
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Data is mainly a collection of facts which are in the
form of numbers, words, measurements, observations
or descriptions of things. This definition defines that
data is simply a collection of facts. It can be in numerical form, character form, measurements, observations or
descriptions. It tells that data is mainly of two types, i.e.,
Quantitative form (it is numerical data) and Qualitative
form (it is descriptive information). We can divide quantitative data into discrete and continuous form. Similarly
Qualitative data is of 3 types, first is interviews, observation and written documents.
At earlier time there was no way to store the spoken
data in tangible form. So data was tried to be stored by
making drawings on rocks, later leaves were used to store
data in textual form. But still it was not very safe for a longer time. Slowly it was felt importance to store data so that
it can be used for record keeping. So that future generations can also use it. Then data was stored in written form
on animal skin, because it can last longer. But it was not
a permanent solution. So there was discovery of paper.
In earlier times, to write there was use of flower colours
or other colours from nature. Slowly pencil and pen were
discovered. Data was stored by scientists, organizations,
etc., to keep records. But they were destructible and it
was time consuming to manipulate them. So there was
discovery of electronic devices to store and share data.
Data storage methods changed a lot by the time. Some
of the data storage inventions after 1900 A.D. are given
in Table 2.
Now we use pen-drives, memory cards and cloudcomputing techniques to store and retrieve data. If we
talk about past present and future then it is our ability
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Mgd = Magnetic drum, Gut = Gustav Tauschek, Aus = Austria
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to receive, store and recall data, which has changed
tremendously in last one century. But this evolution goes
back even further. In prehistoric times (B.C.), there was
usage of the original and most powerful data storage
device till today, i.e., cerebral storage.
This synaptic treasure trove of data provided the best
form of storage for generations of oral traditions. When
the caveman memories needed to be transferred amongst
them, they used walls as their medium to record data. In
ancient history (B.C.), there was usage of stone tablets and
papyrus/paper. Cave paintings had a point of failure that
they were immovable. So for Stone Age man, carved tablets were used for data storage. But it was a problem to
carry a large amount of tablets and it was also dangerous.
So later, papyrus/paper was used as a means of storage.
Until 19th century, papyrus was the only acceptable means
of storage. Many years later in around 18th – 19th century,
punch cards were used. In 1725 A.D., ‘punch cards’ were
invented and were used for information storage in 1832
A.D. In 1890 A.D., the scientist named Herman Hollerith
was the first to invent a punch card that could be read by a
machine. He merged many companies to form IBM, later.
Punch card was a kind of improvement in tablets. In field
of papyrus/paper, there was invention of ‘filing cabinet’.
In 1898 A.D. the first filing cabinet was used in insurance
firm. It was an earlier form of multi-file compression.
In 1932 A.D., there was invention of magnetic drum, in
Austria.
It was an early form of computer memory. It used the
technology that used electromagnetic pulse by changing
the magnetic orientation of the ferromagnetic particles
which are present on the drum. In 20th century, there was
invention of magnetic tapes. They were first used in 1951
A.D. Magnetic tapes replaced punch cards. It had the
capability to store more data of more than 10,000 punch
cards. It became most popular till 1980 A.D. In 1956 A.D.,
IBM introduced ‘hard disk’. But it was of very big size
and large till 1970 A.D., so they were not of much use.
In 1990 A.D., hard disks were used for tape backups. In
1969 A.D., floppy disk was read-only 8 in disk that stored
80 kb of data. It was considered as a revolution in data
storage because they were portable from one computer
to other. And gradually they became cheaper and more
widely used. First CD was created in 1980 A.D. by Philips
and Sony. CD was a replacement to aging floppy disk. The
next generation of CD was DVD; it came in 1995 A.D.
in the market. It had the storage capacity of 4GB, which
was of same size of CD but was around 7 times capable to
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store data. In 1960s A.D. there was invention of Internet.
But the online backup and storage was available only after
1990 A.D. Now there was no need of device anymore, and
data could be backed up from a remote location. Hard
drives continued to reduce in size and they were evolved
in the form of portable flash storage device in 1998 A.D.
It had the capacity to store a very large amount of data.
Major inventions in ‘data storage’ made after 2000 A.D.
are given in Table 3.
Blue ray disks were used in 2000 A.D.; it had promising storage space of 400 nanometres. In 21st century,
in advancement to internet technology, there was usage
of ‘the cloud’. It allowed data to be stored on multiple
servers, hosted by third party. First successful and prolifically used SSDs were in 1978 A.D. It is a solid state hard
drive. It became so popular in past few years. It used to
store data with electric charge rather than magnetism. In
future, we can expect ‘holographic layers’. It would allow
data to be encoded on tiny holograms’ layers. And it
would have capacity to store data for 30+ years. Another
storage technique could be ‘quantum storage’, it will be
extremely small in size, and it couldn’t be read by even the
smallest microscope. It would use single electron to store
single bit of information and it will only be decipherable
by quantum computers. There are also other future scopes
in which the data storage is possible. As the newer inventions of data storage are coming, the size of hardware is
decreasing and inversely proportional to it, the storage
capacity is increasing.
There is a vase amount of data available in various
forms; it includes paper form and electronic form. Paper
data is present in the form of books, magazines, newspaper,
pamphlets, etc. Electronic data has been stored in various
electronic devices which are discussed above. Data available in the paper form can be copied to electronic sources
for better maintenance of data. Electronic data is mainly
present in the form of images, audio, video, animations
in various formats or data can be present as a mixture
of above forms. So as to utilize that data in a better way
Table 3.

Data storage inventions after 2000 A.D

S.No.

Yea

Inv

Ivb

1.

2000A.D.

Brd

Bda

2.

21stCen

Tcl

Jrl, Ame

3.

Ftr

Hqs

Ukn

Brd = Blue ray disk (400nm), Bda = Blu-ray Disc Association, Yea = Year,
Inv = Invention, Ivb = Invented by, Cen = Century
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we have different techniques for the electronically stored
form of data, it includes data mining and information
retrieval.
Information retrieval refers to getting of data from a
repository or database as it is. There are different types of
repositories available which includes standalone repositories, it is a kind of repository which is complete in it and
is not dependent on any other repository; global repository, it refers to a repository which has been shared to
many other platforms and repositories for handling large
amount of data to a larger number of users; local repository, it is used under a certain domain, it uses global
repository; versioned repository, this kind of repository
has been used for local and global objects and there is version control of it. In case of information retrieval there is
no change in data. We just copy the required data from
the available database.
Data mining refers to taking of required data from
the database or repository in a different form than the
data available in it. Change of form takes place after using
certain techniques such as classification, clustering, prediction, etc. The output in data mining can be taken in
the form of graphs, tables, cluster formation, etc. of the
mined data. In case of data mining, information is mainly
collected to do comparison on available data to get more
meaningful information out of it. Different methods can
be applied to perform different activities on data such as
using genetic algorithm, neural network to form some
other data, based on certain condition, from the available
data.
Literature survey covers the various papers research
related to information retrieval and data mining.
In1 proposed about information retrieval machines.
Operations of these machines are based upon code system.
Retrieval theory is dependent on communication theory.
Development done in practical and theoretical systems
helps in the development of signalling systems. Future
work would include handling and retrieval of semantic
information. Retrieval system has been discussed in detail
including its model, measure, coding systems and selection errors. Architecture to perform this is given.
In2 proposed the need to have information retrieval
system in organizations for handing their own publications. Various steps shown for doing it, these are
observations, describing information, coordinate indexing, storing information and practical aspects. All these
steps are explained in detail in this paper. It is found
that using this method through its application properly

4
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will help the organizations through economically as well
technologically. Comparison of various implementation
methods by different means and with the help of different
parameters are shown in Table 4.
In3 proposed that decision making task for evaluating
purpose. It is important to carefully evaluate the proposal.
A lot of issues can be present during evaluation. Process
to remove those issues is told. Actual process of evaluation is also told in step by step manner. 17 attributes and
their measurement units that were used in comparing and
evaluating proposals, their scaling constants are listed in
the Table 5.
In4 proposed that neural network can be used for
information retrieval from a pictorial system. For autoassociative memory operations neural networks are used.
Auto-associative memory operations are not much capable
but at the same time the performance of auto-associative
memory is very sensitive to the algebraic properties.
Hierarchical approach proposed in this paper is efficient
but it has some drawbacks too. Hierarchical system does

Table 4.

Comparison of implementation methods

Sys

Par
Tim

Dif

Exp

Con

Eco

Etn

0

0

0

0

1

Utc

0

1

0

1

1

Oci

1

1

1

1

1

Puc

0

1

1

1

0

Com

0

1

1

1

0

Sys = System, Par = Parameter, Tim = Time, Dif = Differentiation, 0 = No,
1 = Yes

Table 5.

Attribute details table

Att

Slc

Pro 1

Pro 2

Pro 3

Pro 4

X1

.1125

30

34

29

54

X2

.0450

2.0

3.0

2.0

2.0

X3

.0675

64

60

50

45

X4

.0675

2.8

4.0

3.0

3.0

X5

.0450

5.1

2.0

3.0

3.0

X6

.1800

91

90

80

69

.761

.589

.541

K= –.138
Overall 17p[(1 + k. ki. ui.) − 1]/ k
.805
score 1=1

Att = Attribute, Slc = Scaling constants, Pro = Proposal
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error correction at global and local levels. Performance of
system investigated through storage and reconstruction
of patterns. Abstraction methodology used to represent
complex spatial relationships. Image processing technique
is used to identify contained objects in picture. Hopfield
model uses asynchronous update algorithm. Learning
algorithms such as Hebbian and spectral can be used by
Hopfield neural network model for the establishing stable
patterns.
In5 proposed a tool for knowledge discovery. It helps
in process of information retrieval. It can acquire and hold
relations in-between the words so as to describe the context
of information knowledge for a subject. First all the words
of context are indexed. But these can by synonym words
with different meanings. So there is needed to identify context descriptors. Context can be constructed automatically
(through clustering technique) or manually. We can use
automatic algorithm to find relations amongst words but
at the same time this process is slow. It is sometimes hard
to understand the wants of a user. Context analysis used to
solve information retrieval problems. With hyper dictionary, queries can be made and but in it words are consistent
than other means. Probability of finding relevant information is increased. This paper shows various problems
faced in information retrieval; traditional techniques
used; architecture and working of ‘Hyper dictionary’ tool
to solve information retrieval problem.
In6 proposed various application and the related issues
in case of machine learning, data mining, knowledge discovery, knowledge acquisition, information retrieval,
inductive decision-making and database. There is need of
a human expert’s decisions; web databases, document collections and environmental datasets in case of both types
of repositories i.e., unstructured. In case of collection of
large documents a computerized search can be performed
through information retrieval algorithms so as to retrieve
multiple documents which are according to user’s need.
Information retrieval algorithms are used in digital libraries and online searches.
In7 proposed the ‘Web based Information Retrieval
Support Systems’ (WIRSS). WIRSS used to build research
tools. It can access information online. It can explore the
information. It can also use the information from the Web.
Evaluation of this tool is shown. Work done in this field
and published articles related to it are explained. Types of
WIRSS are also explained.
In8 proposed a developed model so as to mine information through graph analysis. In case of data mining, views
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of clustering web nodes and find item sets for association
rule are presented. And in case of information retrieval,
different views are there for query making, clustering of
the results of query and to improve the ranking in quality
is presented. A model having these attributes demonstrates flexibility, modularity, broadness in the graphical
problems and applicability and applicability. In this paper
the model, its applications in information retrieval and
data mining and ranking information retrieval and data
mining and ranking improvement is discussed.
In9 proposed about the best practice to do effort estimation using liner regression which includes stratification
and local calibration. Different experiments were done on
COCOMO81, COCOMO11 and NASA93 to find the best
method for cost estimation. Their results are shown diagrammatically. And the reasons for large deviations in the
results are also explained. Major reasons for deviations in
result were because of less training, testing, making selfmade assumptions and bigger size of tools were the reason.
Best regression or parameter based techniques have been
discussed, which includes various types of COCOMO
and other techniques. Coseekmo tool is discussed, it use
rejection rules to make estimation models. Factors causing deviations in COCOMO results, using Coseekmo have
been explained. Applications of Coseekmo are explained
in building effort models, data sources and for validating
stratification. Rejection rule applied on COCOMO 81 is
shown in Table 6.
In10 proposed that knowledge retrieval model for
searching, optimizing of query, resources constructing
and result analysis. Use of data mining into knowledge
retrieval provides different methods and retrieval strategies
Table 6. Survivors of the rejection rule from the
coc81’s embedded systems are shown in the table
below
Tre

Res

Num

Sub

Ler

Pre (30)

Mea

Sd

(sd/Mea%)

Cor

Pre

17

E

46

40

34

85

.93

Pre

17

LC

48

38

34

88

.86

Rou

17

LC

50

39

34

87

.86

Pre

16

LC

50

39

34

87

.85

Rou

16

LC

47

43

38

89

.81

Pre

15

LC

47

43

38

88

.85

Rou

15

LC

41

45

42

93

.88

Tre = Treatment, Res = Results, um = Numbers, Pre = Precise, Rou =
Rounded, Sub = Subsets, Ler = Learn, Pre = PRED
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for mining, dynamic learning and adaptability. Various
knowledge retrieval algorithms are explained. A training instance set for the classification algorithm has been
shown in Table 7.
In11 proposed the way to find experts for right job. It
can be done in the best way if there is some proper way to
do it. Most of the experts are available on famous social
networks, such as Facebook, MySpace, Twitter, LinkedIn,
Xing. These sources can be used to connect individuals to
make a project team. The graph can be formed to see how
closely one individual is related to the other and how closely
it can communicate and collaborate. Lappas et al., proved
team problem is NP-Hard, so they propose two approximation methods i.e., Rarest first and Enhanced Steiner
algorithm by defining the communication cost, without
considering skill grading. Lappas et al. gave ‘Enhanced
Steiner algorithm’. It can associate a specific no. of experts
with the specific skill. This paper adds to Rarest First algorithm with new definition of communication cost to both
distance and skill level of individuals. Each individual
has a set of skills. There must be a minimum skill level
of expert. Rarest First algorithm was proposed by Lappas
et al. for the tasks which are basic so as to resolve the
problem of forming a team. It’s given that first of all those
individuals must be found who have rarest skill. After that
the individuals with other skills are explored. In11 made
generalized diameter algorithm. It uses the method that
find the skill of the individuals and the papers published
by individual related to skill are counted to measure size
of skill set of individual. Generalized Diameter algorithm
decreases the cost of communication and cardinality, as
Table 7.
Dcn

related to Generalized Steiner algorithm proposed by C.
Li et al. Generalized diameter algorithm has the capacity
to form expert team in proper manner, from a social network with diverse attributes.
In12 shown a survey on challenges faced in design of
intelligent information retrieval systems. Web based information retrieval system is discussed. Various problems in
it and how to deal with it are explained. Major research
challenges in information retrieval and how to solve them
effectively is explained. Search quality and soft computing
in information retrieval system is explained. Soft computing which includes web mining, soft web mining and in
it fuzzy sets, Probabilistic information retrieval, artificial
neural network and genetic algorithms are discussed.
In13 proposed that there is importance to get results
according to user needs and not only related to query
words. It introduces a new method of integration the sensitivity of data in the search engines naturally, which can
be done using sensecalc and sensiaugment approaches.
Conceptual framework describes different components
of sensitivity model. Overview of architecture of sensitivity-based search engine is given. First of conceptual
framework shows various notations and various definitions have been given. Later the related work is given.
In14 proposed a protocol to privately query about the
patients’ data which is stored on cloud from different geographic locations. Cloud storage is not a safe method to
store data without proper protocols which can efficiently
retrieve the private data. An older protocol PIR which is
weak is discussed. Solution to this problem is discussed,
which includes, one query solution, anonymizer and

Training instance set
Ser

Agt

Web

Imr

Con

Int

Ime

Sem

Med

Gri

Sem

Int

Tef

Onc

Dat

Obf

Asr

Dot

D01

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pos

D02

0

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pos

D03

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pos

D04

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pos

D05

0

0

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Pos

D06

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Neg

D07

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Neg

D08

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

Neg

D09

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

0

0

0

Neg

D10

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

1

Neg

Dcn = Document number, Ser = Semantic retrieval, Agt = agent, Web = web, Imr = Image retrieval, Con = Content, Int = Intelligent, Ime = Image emotion,
Sem = Semantic identification, P = Pos instance, Neg = Negative instance
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then overall solution is explained. The whole background
process for getting data in this case is explained.
Limitations of method are also told in the end.
In15 proposed that there are faster hardware/software
solutions for performing clustering. Hierarchical merging is proposed as the best technique for it. The method
to perform hierarchical merging is explained in a step by
step manner. Two major activities of sorting and merging
used in it are explained in detail. Architecture for sorting
and merging for hardware and software has been shown
diagrammatically. The difference in acceleration achieved
by software only and hardware/software sorters is by a
factor ranging between 1.13 and 4.08 only. Acceleration
in different types of sorters is shown in the Table 9.
In16 proposed a hybrid approach to image retrieval.
They also proposed rough set based approach to audio/
video retrieval. Both these are explained in detail. Features
of images are told. Summary correspondence between
attributes and objects like audio files, video files, text etc.
has been shown in Table 9.
In17 proposed the new way to use fuzzy rule-based
language and clustering to retrieve ontology based information. FOGA is used in combination with FCA and
with keyword matching approach. It includes various
properties of FCA based clustering. It also includes the
algorithm for mapping of hybrid ontology with the keywords. Experiments on text files are done. And clustering
results are evaluated by Precision, recall and F-measures.
Where precision is the correctly retrieved document
from all the retrieved documents. Recall refers to those
Table 8. Acceleration achieved in sorting by software
only and hardware/software data sorters has been
shown
Sor

Nlt

Spu

1

64

4.08

100

6400

1.56

1000

64000

1.34

5000

320000

1.24

10000

640000

1.22

20000

1280000

1.20

50000

3200000

1.18

100000

6400000

1.16

300000

19200000

1.14

600000

38400000

1.13

Sor = Sorting blocks (L/N), Nlt = Number of L items, Spu = Speed up
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Table 9.
objects

Correspondence between features and

Obj

F-1

F-2

F-3

F-4

F-5

O-1

3

4

5

2

2

O-2

3

4

5

2

2

O-3

4

5

5

2

5

O-4

5

5

3

4

3

O-5

4

3

5

4

3

O-6

5

5

3

4

4

O-7

4

5

5

3

5

O-8

5

3

4

4

3

O-9

4

3

5

4

4

Obj = Object

 ocuments which are correctly retrieved with respect to
d
the total number of retrieved documents. Calculation of
precision and recall for FOGA and keyword matching has
been given in Table 10.
Calculation of F – measures for FOGA and keyword
matching has been given in Table 11.
Algorithm for Clustering Fuzzy Ontology has been given
below.
Algorithm Clustering_Fuzzy_Ontology
Begin:
Involve C1, C2, C3;
Where C1∈P1, C2∈P2, C3∈P3;
//P1 and P2 are properties; C1 and C2 are the clusters
for (Cn=1; Cn<Cl; Cn++)
//where n=1 to 3
{
Apply mapping through fuzzy ontology;
}
for (Kn=1; Kn<Knl; Kn++)
{
for (Dn=1; Dn<Dnl; Dn++)
{
		
Generate database;
{
for (Dn=1; Dn<Dnl; Dn++)
{
generate database;
}
}
if Dn = Dnl;//where Dn∈Kn
{
(Exit)
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Table 10.

Precision and recall

App

Pre

Rec

Stf

0.79

0.87

Kmg

0.85

0.72

Hfk

0.89

0.65

App = Approaches, Pre = Precision, Rec = Recall,
Stf = Standard FOGA, Kmg = Keyword matching,
Hfk = Hybrid FOGA with keyword

Table 11.

Show F - measures

App

Fms

Stf

0.52

Kmg

0.76

Hfk

0.85

Fms = F-measures

Else
perform clustering;
}
}
}
End.
In18 proposed the method for supporting fuzzy
semantic information retrieval in the book domain. This
new method helps in high recall and high precision of
search results. First of all, all the details of a particular
book are collected. Then classes and sub-classes are found.
After it the properties and rules and found and saved in
an OWL or RDF data format.
In19 proposed a method to make intelligent music
retrieval system. All the music is present online, but
polyphonic music can be hard to find. Hidden Markov
Models can be used in music search engine. Whole of the
process in which HMM can be used in music retrieval
is explained and results are shown in tabular form.
Fundamental algorithm for tracking the frequency has
also been used. Frequencies are quantized and mapped.
Other algorithms are also used along with HMM such as
Generalized Expectation-Maximization algorithm and
frequency tracking algorithm. And there is 90% accuracy
in this process. Algorithm for methodology used is given
below.
8
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AlgorithmHidden_Markov_Model
Begin:
Initialize Sd, Yt(i), Et(i,j), t
//Sd= Songs database
for(Sdn=1; Sdn<Sdnl; Sdn++) //n= 1 to 20
{
generate Hmmn
if (Hmmn ≤ 12) //Hmm = Hidden Markov Models
{
create database;
}
else
exit (1)
}
for (Dhmm = 1; Dhmm<Dhmml; Dhmm++)
//Database hidden markov models
{
trace through Sh;
//Sh = Schroeders histogram
}
for (Udhmm=1; Udhmm<1;Udhmm++)
{
apply Baum-Welch algorithm;
}
If (Udhmm ≤ T)
{
Database added (Dhmm);
Else
Exit
}
End.
In20 proposed a technique and algorithm on for using
large community graph to retrieve sub-community graph.
First of all a large community graph is converted to compressed community graph and then to sub-community
graph. And it is observed that retrieved sub-community
graph is simpler, efficient and easier in terms of complexities. Earlier algorithms for solving this problem are also
discussed. It included community detection algorithm
which increased the modularity. Modularity had the problem that it couldn’t detect the small sized communities from
a big sized community. So there was a multilevel approach
but it had quality issues. Infomap and Bigclam were other
algorithms proposed. First of all members of community
are calculated and shown in the matrix form. Total edges
of matrix are calculated numbers are assigned for first row
and first column in it. Then edges have been created for
similar and dissimilar members of the community and the
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expanded matrix is displayed. Procedure for edge creation
and for extraction of sub community graph is given. As
an example a compressed graph of community has been
taken and analyzed. All the steps are shown diagrammatically for this example. Classification algorithm for solving
this problem is given below.
Algorithm Classification
Begin:
Int Cno, Tcm=0, Cn, Ccam, Eam
		
for (i=1; i<n; i++);
{
		
print rows;
}
for (j=1; j<n; j++);
{
		
print columns;
}
create Cn[i] [j];
//Cn = Matrix to hold community numbers
		
if |Cn|≠0;
{
Tcm = Tcm+Cn [i] [j]
//Tcm = To store total number of community members
}
else
exit (0);
for(i=1; i≤2; i++)
{
for (j=1; j≤2; j++)
{
Eam[i];
//Eam = Expanded adjacency matrix of order (TCM+1)
X(TCM+1)
}
Eam[j];
}
exit (0)
for (i=1; j=index+1; i<n; i++; j++)
{
if Eam [i] [j] = 0; Calculate Ccam [] [];
else
//Ccam = Compressed Community Adjacency Matrix
of order nXn.
calculate Cm;
//Cm = Community menu

}
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if Eam [i] [j] = 0;
calculate Ccam [] [];
else
calculate Cm;
Calculate Ecreation;
if Ecreation = 1
		
similar item
else
dissimilar items
End
Function Ccam
Ccam [i] [j];
where i = 1 to n;
for (i=j; i<n; i++)
{
Cn [i] [j] = Ccam [i] [j];
}
Function Ecreation
Ecreation [i] [j]
for(i=2; j=2)
if (Eam[i-1][1] = Eam[1][j-1]
and Eam [i][j]=0),
then
any Edge from Eam [i–1]
if Yes, then
Row: = Row+1.

End

In the table below major details of all the research papers
is given. First column includes name of the research paper.
Second column has author names. Third column includes
the year of publication. All the papers above and in the table
below are arranged in increasing year wise manner. It will
help to know that various inventions done in the field of
information retrieval with the passage of time can be understood in a better way. Next column includes the tools used in
each paper. Column after that enlists all the techniques that
have been used in each paper. There are a lot of data mining
techniques also which could be used in information retrieval
process. Next column includes the names of the algorithms
used. Next column includes important works done in the
paper. Last column includes the list of work which has not
been done or the future work of the paper which is possible.
There are all details of literature survey in Table 12.

2. Data Flow Diagrams
Data flow diagrams related to information retrieval
system, up to level 2, are give below: -
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Table 12.
Tie

Details of literature survey
Aus

Yea

Too

Tec

Alo

Fee

Fws

Cci

Cnm

1954

Nav

Nav

Nav

Rsc, Rds

Tsi

Dir

Mdr, Wfm

1963

Cig

Its, Tfr, Sct

Nav

Orp

Nav

Epd

Rks, Asi, Kna

1978

Nav

Dat, Lit, Tif, Wrt

Nav

Ere, Edh, Met

Adm, Npo

Pir

Asp, Arl

1992

Nav

Nav

Nnt, Ipt, Pht

Amo, lrp

Hap, Soa

Hti

Lkw , Slh

1998

Ava

Tir

Fba, Ama

Afw

Aic

Dmi

Spu, Hmc

2002

Del

Dmt

Ira

Dir

Nav

Win

Jty, Yyy

2003

Nav

Nav

Nav

Sfr

Cef

Awd

Arp, Rby

2005

Nav

Nav

Afc, Apa

Nmg

Nav

Bps

Tmn, Zch, Jhn, Klm

2006

Cot, Lrt

Tbt, Mgt

Rba, Wsa, Qma

Bee

Nid, Nbm

Rkd

Yha¸ Yfh

2010

Nav

Nav

Kra, Arn, Cra, Crl, Ila, Rel,
Are, Cls

Rdr

Nav

Ees

Far, Mys, Sth, Alh

2011

Btt

Dsp, Fmp

Rfa, Esa, Gda, Sga

Upe, Rfa, Mce

Hse

Sii

Mwa, Dma

2012

Pmt, Mtd

Sct, Rag, Sqm, Tif, Pet,
Wst, Ait, Ida, Dmt,
Cmt,Wum, Irt, Pbt

Gem, Fma, Pai, Icn, Msa, Ira,
Cma, Fsa, Bsa, Bqp

Dsi

Mpd, Nsh

Atp

Kaa, Jay

2013

Lin, Fbs, Goa,
Pmd

Sat, Pft, Pat, Cat

Was, Sam, Gra, Gka

Pmr

Nav

Fiu

Mia

2013

Nav

Nav

Nav

Ibu

Sbr, Csd

Pia

Fkd, Kee, Smn

2014

Nav

Nav

Cla, Gaa

Eps

Nav

Hai

Vsy, Ios, Jsa, Asn, Arr

2015

Sdk, Vds

Hlm, Hlc, Dts

Dma

Mcp, Vld

Nav

Hfi

Bal

2015

Tmt, Pet , Fnt

Clt, Fog, Irt, Fbc, Kot

Kpm, Clu, Cla, Exa, Ptk, Saa

Gii

Daa

Ddf

Res, Vsc

2015

Swt

Est, Wst, Sst, Irt, Tdr

Iea, Saa, Ser

Irp

Nav

Mir

Sca, Mss, Agi

2015

Nav

Nav

Fta, , Bwa, Gma

Ppr

Nav

Arc

Bro, Anm, Jam

2015

Nav

Raw, Gmt

Cda

Seg

Nav

Ees = An Effective Expert team Formation in Social Networks Based on skill grading, Far = Farnoush Farhadi , Mys = Maryam Sorkhi, Sth = Sattar
Hashemi, Alh = Ali Hamzeh, Mwa = Mohd Wazih Ahmad, Dma = Dr. M.A.2.Ansari
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Tools

Retrievaltechnique
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Searching
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Logical

Logical
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WAIS
Journal of Science
WIRSSand Technology
WAIS

Database

Database

Hyperdictionary

Hyperdictionary
Glimpse

RStudio

Document
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Retrievedinformation

Figure 2. Level 1 DFD.
In this level 1 DFD (Figure 2.), there are two inputs shown. First there is need of information.
Then information formulation is done and query is sent. Database has indexed data items. They
are represented in needed form. Retrieval functions use the user query to retrieve information.
Queryprocessing
Information

Parse
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Interface

Tools

Searching
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Table 13.
Nam

Retrievaltechnique
Clustering
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WAIS

Hyperdictionary

Rel

Tools for data mining
Lae

Gci

Mpe

Fes

Pcs

R pr 1993 C, For, R Both

Scs

Sgt, Lnm, Cst, Ftu, GNU GPL
Tsa, Caf, Clt
2+

C++,
Both
Pyt, Qt

Gen

Mcl, BimTtm, Ops for Nae,
Dta
GNU GPL 3

Ora 1997

RStudio

Rap 2001

Java

GUI

Gen

Aat, Mcl, Dtm,
Ttm, Pda and
Bsa

Ops, Ftu

Figure 3. Level 2 DFD.

Ratt 2009

Rpr

GUI

Ett

Dtt

Ftu, Ops, GNU
GPL v2

And after this the retrieved information is received in
documented form.

Wek 2015

Java

Dpp, Caf, Clt,
GUI Gen, Mcl Rgs, Asr and Ops, GNU GPL
Vil

Glimpse

Retrievedinformation

3. Tools and Techniques
There are multiple tools available online for data mining
and information retrieval. Some of the data mining tools
can be used for information retrieval. Following is the list
of some important tools with their release date, language
in which they are written; either they are graphical user
interface or command line interface, main purpose of the
tool, various features of the tools and pros and cons of the
tool. This helps in better understanding of the tools usage
and in a particular environment for a particular purpose.
Here is the list of some the most important data mining
tools which are used mostly these days. Most of these
tools are free to download and can be used for different
purposes as given in the Table 13.
Data mining techniques are used to mine the data in a
particular representation (such as in the form of clusters,
graphs, tables, bar charts, box plots, etc.) and to mine some
completely new information based on previous observations. There are a lot of data mining techniques available.
Classification technique can be used to classify data based
on some particular attributes. Clustering technique can
be used to make clusters of data based on their properties.
Neural networks are used to simulate intelligent activities of brain and to mine data based on certain rules and
to mine data after performing certain kind of learning
based on repetitions using this technique. Genetic algorithm can be used to mine data to get best results (with
best attributes) out of the available dataset. These techniques are mainly implemented using data mining tools.
Below is the list of important techniques that can be used.
Their algorithms, subtypes, specific app, pros and cons are
given in Table 14.
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Rap = Rapid Miner, Wek = Weka, R pr = R programming, For =
FORTRAN, Ora = Orange, Ratt = Rattle GUI, Gen = General data
mining, Aat = Offers advanced analytics through template-based
framework, Nam = Name, Rel = Release, Lae = Language, Gci = GUI/CLI,
Mpe = Main purpose, Fes = Features, Pcs = Pros and cons

4. Proposed Work
To make the system more robust and choice based, an
improved version of algorithm in term of, freedom of
selective database (through the process of normalization)
has been achieved and proposed below.
Proposed algorithms
Begin:
Involve C1, C2, C3
Where C1∈P1,C2∈P2,C3∈P3
//P1 and P2 are properties; C1 and C2 are the clusters.
for (Cn=1; Cn<Cl; Cn++)
// Where n=1 to 3
{
Apply mapping through fuzzy ontology
}
for (Kn=1; Kn<Knl; Kn++)
{
for (Dn=1; Dn<Dnl; Dn++)
{
Function Generation::Function Normalization
Initialize RSET
// RSET is raw data set
}
Select Data(Proc)
data processing
}
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Table 14.

Techniques for data mining21

Nam

Alg

Sue

Spa

Pro

Con

Art

Kca, Lea

Bac

Smp, Tsp, etc.

Sti, Nnh

Nnr, Hnc, etc.

Dec
Cla
Cla
Cla
Cla
Cla

ID3
Gem,Foc
Oli
Vfd,Cvf
Lwc
CDM

Aec
Cdt, Bay, Nnt, Svm, Clb
Cdt, Bay, Nnt, Svm, Clb
Cdt, Bay, Nnt, Svm, Clb
Cdt, Bay, Nnt, Svm, Clb
Cdt, Bay, Nnt, Svm, Clb

Nav
Dct and Fis
Ift
Dct
Ccw
Dct and Byn

Fto
Cdi
Dyu
Hsl
Hsl
Sde

Ode
Tcc
Lsm, Tcc
Ncd, Tcc
Ncd, Tcc
Uic

Cla

Ods

Cdt, Bay, Nnt, Svm, Clb

Umc

Hsl

Tcc

Cla
Cla
Cla
Clu
Clu
Clu
Clu
Clu

Ebc
Ann
Sca
Str, Loc
Clu
Dst
Aws
Hps

Cdt, Bay, Nnt, Svm, Clb
Cdt, Bay, Nnt, Svm, Clb
Cdt, Bay, Nnt, Svm, Clb
Pam, Ham, Dbm, Gbm, Mbm
Pam, Ham, Dbm, Gbm, Mbm
Pam, Ham, Dbm, Gbm, Mbm
Pam, Ham, Dbm, Gbm, Mbm
Pam, Ham, Dbm, Gbm, Mbm

Ucd
Icc
Scd
K-Medians
Cpm
Dbm Clu
Pre
Pbc

Spd, Cda, Dyu, Hia
Dyu
Dyu
Icl
Tsc, Drd, Hia
Hqc, Drd in Rds
Epd, Hsl, Dyu, Spd
Edd, Inu, His

Lsm, Tcc
Lsm, Tcc
Lqs
Lqs
Ofc
Hic
Hic
Hic

Art = Artificial neural network, Dec = Decision trees, Clu = Clustering, Cla = Classification

If Data(Proc)= Data(Pre-Proc)
// Data(Pre-Proc)is data pre processing
{
Create DDT
}
for (DDT(n)=1, DDT<DDT(n) , DDT(n)++)
Create DDT
//DDT(n)Discrete Decision Table for n attributes
}
for (DDT(n)=1, DDT<DDT(n) , DDT(n)++)
{
RDT : Reduce Decision Table
}
for (RDT=1, RDT< RDT(n) , RDT(n)++)
//Dn= Data set
{
Create Dn
}
Perform Normalization for Dn
Select database of choice Dc;
}
//Where Dc∈Kn
// where Dc∈Dn
}
If Dc = Dcl
12
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(Exit)
Else
Perform clustering
}
End

5. Conclusion
In present era, there exist many applications which
require management of large amount of data.
Information retrieval from the huge database is the most
relevant activity using different techniques proposed
till date which provides accurate results. The proposed
technique puts forward a scope to retrieve data in much
efficient way as compared to others. This proves to be
beneficial in the cases where proficient information
retrieval is required. Development of technique which
provides higher accuracy in the existing ones is sought
afterwards.
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Appendix
Nat = Nature, Stp = Stone tablets and papyrus/paper, Aeg =
Ancient Egyptians, Greeks and Romans, Puc = Punch
cards, Bbj = Basile Bouchon and Jean- Baptiste Falcon, Fra
= France, Pcr = Punch cards read by machine, Hho =
Herman Hollerith, Ame = America, Fic = Filing cabinet, Heb
= Henry Brown, Ger = Germany, Had = Hard disk, Rej =
Reynold Johnson IBM, Fdk = Floppy disk (8in), Yon =
Yoshiro Nakamatsu, Jap = Japan, Ssd = Solid state hard
drive, Int = Intel, Cal = California, Cod = Compact Disk, Jar
= James Russell, Onb = Online backup, Tbl = Tim BernersLee, Bri = Britain, Spp = Philips, Sony, Toshiba, and
Panasonic, Pfs = Portable flash storage, Ado = Amir Ban,
Dov Moran and Oron Ogdan, Isr = Israel, Jrl = Joseph Carl
Robnett Licklider, Hqs = Holographic layers and quantum
storage, Ukn = Unknown, Dvd = D.V.D. (4GB), Ftr =
Future,Dsp = Dijkstra’s shortest path, Fmp = Fuzzy mathematical programming model, Rfa = RarestFirst algorithm,
Esa = Enhanced Steiner algorithm, Gda = Generalized
Diameter algorithm, Sga = Skill grading algorithm, Btt =
Bibsonomy tag tool, Mce = Minimizing the communication cost among experts, Pir = Pictorial information
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retrieval using random neural network, Asp = Andreas
Stafylopatis, Arl = Aristidis Likas, Nnt = Neural network
techniques, Ipt = Image processing techniques, Pht =
Proposed Hierarchical techniques, Amo = Autoassociative
memory operation during pictorial information retrieval,
lrp = several learning and recall phases can be deviced, Hap
= Hierarchical approach used need further experimentation, Soa = Other algorithms can be considered for
increasing capacity, Rkd = Research and knowledge
retrieval by leveraging data mining techniques, Jay = Jame
You, Tdm = Tharam Dillon, Jil = James Liu, Spu= Selwyn
Piramuthu, Hmc = H. Michael Chung, Jty = J. T. Yao, Yyy =
Y. Y . Yao, Cnm = Calvin N. Mooers, Arp = Alvaro R. Pereira
Jr, Rby = Ricardo Baeza-Yates, Yha = Yan Hao, Yfh = Yu-feng
Zhang, Del = DELI, Dwh = Data warehousing techniques,
Dat = Data aggregation techniques, Dmt = Data mining
techniques, Hsi = Technique for handing semantic information, Pag = Proposed algorithm, Ira = Information
retrieval algorithms, Apa = Apriori algorithm, Kra =
Knowledge retrieval algorithm, Arn = Association rule
mining algorithm, Cra = Concept retrieval algorithms, Crl
= classification retrieval algorithm, Ila = Inductive learning algorithm, Rel = retrieval algorithm, Are = Association
rule extraction algorithm, Cls = Classification algorithm,
Rdr = Rapid development of research and applications of
data mining, Mmg = New model to mine graph applications, Rss = Retrieval systems’ applicability for development
of signalling systems, Sih = Find new techniques for handing semantic information in retrieval, Sfr = More structures
and functionalities for research work, Cef = There is need
to continually extend functionality and integrate different
systems, Dir = Various data mining and information
retrieval papers discussed, Mdw = New approach of multimedia data warehousing to increase flexibility, efficiency,
integration, indexing, Ice = Identify context more easily,
Hkw = Sometimes Hard to know what user really wants,
Mcl = Machine learning, Dtm = Data mining, Ttm = Text
mining, Pda = Predictive analytics, Bsa = Business analytics, Ops = Open source, Pyt = Python, Ftu = Free to use, Dpp
= Data preprocessing, Caf = Classification, Clt = Clustering,
Rgs = Regression, Asr = Association rules, Vil = Visualization,
Sgt = Statistical and graphical techniques, Lnm = Linear and
nonlinear modeling, Tsa = Time-series analysis, Cst =
Classical statistical tests, Scs = Scientific computation and
statistics, Nae = Novice and experts, Bim = Bioinformatics,
Dta = Data analytics, Ett = To edit and test data and teach
R language, Dtt = Dataset can be partitioned for training,
validation and testing, , Nnt = Neural Networks, Svm =
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Support vector machines, Clb = Classification based on
association, Pam = Partitioning methods, Ham = Hierarchical
agglomerative (divisive) methods, Dbm = Density based
method, Gbm = Grid-based methods, Mbm = Model-based
methods, Bac = Back Propagation, Kca = Kohonen clustering Algorithm, Lea = learning algorithms, Smp = Stock
market prediction, Tsp = Travelling salesman problem, Sti
= Simple to implement, Nnh = Neural networks often
exhibit patterns similar to those exhibited by humans, Nnr
= Neural networks cannot be retrained, Hnc = Handling of
time series data in neural networks is a very complicated,
Aec = Apply to ethical considerations, Fto = they force you
to think as many outcomes, as you can think of, Ode =
Outcomes of decisions may be based primarily on expectations and not related to actual decisions, Dct = Decision
tree, Fis = Frequent item sets, Cdi = Concept drift detection
incremental mining models, Tcc = Time consuming and
costly learning, Ift = Uses info-fuzzy techniques for building a tree-like classification model, Dyu = Dynamic Update,
Lsm = Low speed Storage memory problem, Hsl = High
speed Need less memory space, Ncd = Non-adaption to
concept drift, Ncd = Non-adaption to concept drift, Ccw =
Classification based on classes weights, Byn = Bayes network, Sde = Suitable factor for distance measurement
between events, Uic = User defined information complexity, Umc = Using micro-clusters ideas that each
micro-cluster is associated with a specific class label which
defines the class label of the points in it, Spd = Single pass ,
Dyu = Dynamic update, Cda = Concept drift adoption, Hia
= High accuracy, Ucd = Using combination of different
classifiers, Icc = Incremental classification, Icl = Incremental
learning, Lqs = Low clustering quality in high speed and
low accuracy, Scd = Scalable classification for numerical
data streams, Cpm = Concepts of a pyramidal time frame
in conjunction with a micro-clustering approach, Tsc =
Time and space efficiency concept, Drd = Drift detection,
Ofc = Offline clustering, Rds = Real time data stream, Hqc =
High quality and efficiency Concept, Hic = High complexity, Epd = Efficient pattern detection, Edd = Efficient for
high dimensional data stream, Inu = Incremental update,
His = High scalability, Ods = On-demand stream classification, Ebc = Ensemble-based Classification, Ann = ANNCAD,
Sca = SCALLOP, Str = STREAM, Loc = LOCALSEARCH,
Clu = CluStream, Aws = AWSOM, Hps = HPStream, Pre =
Prediction, Pbc = Projection based clustering, Dst =
D-Stream, Med = Medical, Gri = Grid, Sem = Semantic, Int =
Information integration, Tef = Teaching files, Onc =
Ontology construction, Dat = Database, Obf = OBFM, Asr
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= Association rule, Dot = Document type, Upe = Upgrade,
Bps = Best practices in software effort estimation, Tmn =
Tim Menzies, Zch = Zhihao Chen, Jhn = Jairus Hihn, Klm =
Karen Lum, Cot = Coseekmo tool, Lrt = Linear regression
tools, Tbt = Regression based technique, Mgt = Model generation technique, Rba = Regression based algorithms, Wsa
= Wrapper attribute selection algorithm, Qma = Quinlan’s
M5P algorithm, Bee = Best effort estimation method of
1901, Nid = Need to include difinitions, Nbm = need for
better modelling methods, Epd = Evaluating proposals
using decision analysis, Rks = R.K. Sarin, Asi = A.
Sicherman, Kna = K. Nair, Dat = Decision analysis technique, Lit = lottery indeferences, Tif = tradeoff indifferences,
Wrt = weighting and rating technique, Ere = Evaluation
and ranking become easy, Edh = evaluators can make decisions and show them to higher authorities, Met = multiple
evaluators can work together, Adm = Only appropriate for
decision making, Npo = not appropriate for political and
organizational criteria, Sii = A survey: Soft computing in
Intelligent Information Retrieval Systems, Pmt =
Performance measure tools, Mtd = mathematical tools to
discover redundancy and dependency, Sct = Soft computing technique, Rag = rank aggregation technique, Sqm =
Search quality measuring techniques, Tif = technique for
implicit feedback, Pet = performance evaluation technique, Wst = web search technique, Ait = AI techniques, Ida
= intelligent data analysis technique,Dmt = data mining
techniques, Cmt = content mining techniques,Wum = web
usage mining techniques, Irt = information retrieval techniques, Pbt = probabilistic based techniques, Gem = Genetic
algorithm, Fma = fuzzy matching algorithm, Pai = probabilistic algorithm, Icn = intelligent classification algorithm,
Msa = meta-search algorithms, Ira = IR algorithm, Cma =
current mining algorithm, Fsa = fuzzy search algorithm,
Bsa = Boolean search algorithm, Bqp = Boolean query processing algorithm, Dsi = In depth survey on intelligent
information retrieval, Mpd = Mind programmed, Nsh =
neuro-sasisfaction and hybrid solutions for soft computing based information retrieval not discussed, Atp = A
Survey: Soft computing in Intelligent Information
Retrieval Systems, Kaa = Kulkarni Ashish A, Jay = Jagannath
Aghav, Lin = Lint, Fbs = Findbugs, Goa = Goanna, Pmd, Sat
= Static analysis techniques, Pft = profile feedback technique, Pat = program analysis technique, Cat = code
analysis technique, Was = Weiser’s algorithm, Sam = slicing
algorithm, Gra = graph reachability algorithm, Gka = Gen/
Kill algorithms, Pmr = Program analysis help in software
analysis, manintenance and reengineering, Hai = Hardware
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accelerators for Information retrieval and data mining,
Vsy = Valery Sklyarov,Ios = I ouliia Skliarova, Jsa = Joao
Silva, Asn = Alexander Sudintson, Arr = Artjom Rjabov, Sdk
= Software development kit, Vds = Vivado Design suite,
Dma = Data mining algorithms, Mcp = Method for clustering objects described in paper, Vld = very large data sets
can be processed, Exp = Expandability, Con = Convenience,
Eco = Economics, Etn = Etched noted cards, Utc = Uniterm
cards, Oci = Optical coincidence, Puc = Punched cards, Com
= Computers, Ahi = Ancient history, Ces = Cerebral storage, Mat = Magnetic tape, Fpf = Fritz Pfleumer, Mea = Mean,
Cor = Corelation, Tcl = The cloud, Cci = Choice and coding
in information retrieval system, Cnm = Calvin N. Mooers,
Rsc= Retrieval function susceptible for communication
theory, Rds = Retrieval function good for development of
signalling system, Tsi = Technique for handling semantic
information not discussed, Dir = Development of information retrieval system for an electronics R&D technology,
Mdr = Merlin delminger, Wfm = William F. Marsden, Cig =
Coordinate indexing, Its= Indexing techniques, Tfr = techniques for reconstructing, Sct = superimposed coding
techniques, Orp = Organization and retrieval of organization’s internal publication, Hti = Hyperdictionary: a
knowledge discovery tool for information retrieval, Lkw =
Leandro Krug Wives, Slh = Stanley Loh, Ava = Altavista, Tir
= Traditional technique of information retrieval, Afw =
Algorithm find relationship among words automatically,
Aic = Automatic identification of context of user’s query,
Awd = Applications of an web information mining model
to data mining and information retrieval tasks, Arp =
Alvaro R. Pereira Jr, Rby = Ricardo Baeza-Yates, Nmg = New
model to mine information in graph applications, Fiu =
Formal model of information retrieval based on user sensitivities, Mia = Mehdi Adda, Ibu = Information retrieval
based on user sensitivities, Sbr = Sensitivity based recommender system to explore, Csd = combine search with
sensitivity based search, Pia = Efficient private information retrieval for geograpical aggregation, kd = Fida K.
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Dankar, Kee = Khaled El Emam, Smn = Stan Matwin, Gaa =
Geographical aggregation algorithm, Eps = Efficient protocol to privately query server’s database, Hfi = Hybrid
Fuzzy-Ontology Design using FCA based Clustering for
Information Retrieval in Semantic Web, Bal =
Balasubramaniam K, Tmt = Text matching tool, Pet =
Protege tool, Fnt = Fuzzy ontology tool, Fog = FOGA technique, Fbc = FCA based clustering technique, Kot =
Keyword optimization techniques, Kpm = Keyword pattern matching algorithm, Exa = Expansion algorithm, Ptk =
Proposed term keyword algorithm, Gii = Good interpretation of information, Daa = Need of document annotation
algorithm, Mir = Music information retrieval for polyphonic signals using Hidden Markov Model, Sca = S
Chithra, Mss = M S Sinith, Agi = A Gayathri, Fta =
Fundamental frequency tracking algirthms, Fda =
Frequency domain algorithm, Bwa = Baum-Welch algorithm, Gma = GEM algorithm, Ppr = Promising polyphonic
music retrieval, Ddf = Domain Ontology Driven Fuzzy
Semantic Information Retrieaval, Res = Remi S, Vsc =
Varghese SC, Swt = Semantic web tool, Tie = Title, Aus =
Authors, Yea = Year, Too = Tools, Tec = Techniques, Alo =
Algorithm, Fee = Features, Fws = Future works = Semantic
web tool, Iea = Information extraction algorithm, Saa =
Semantic annotation algorithm, Ser = Semantic expansion
reasoning algorithm, Irp = Improve recall and precision in
serach engines, Irp = Improve recall and precision in serach
engines, Arc = Algorithm for Retrieval of Sub-Community
Graph from a Compressed Community Graph using
Graph Mining Techniques, Bro = Bapuji Rao, Anm =
Anirban Mitra, Jam = Jayanta Mondal, Raw = Random walk,
Gmt = Graph mining technique, Cda = Community detection algorithms, Seg = Simpler and efficient sub-community
graph, Cdt = Classification by decision tree induction, Bay
= Bayesian classification, Alg = Algorithm, Sue = Subtype,
Spa = Specific app, Pro = Pros, Con = Cons, Gem = GEMM
and Foc = FOCUS, Oli = OLIN, Vfd = VFDT and Cvf =
CVFDT, Lwc = LWClass
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